
                                           
 

Announcement 

MWE Belting Company Ltd. and JCP Belt Components Inc. 

Joining Forces with Nuera Industrial Inc. 

November 2012 

Dear customers and partners, 

 

We would like to inform you that MWE Belting Company Ltd. and JCP Belt Components Inc., of 

Burlington, Ontario, have recently joined forces with Nuera Industrial Inc. of Laval, Québec. 

 

For over 30 years, MWE Belting Company Ltd. (“MWE”) has been offering its Southern Ontario customers 

high quality and competitive rubber and PVC belting, specialized belting solutions, such as bucket and 

cleated belts, and other conveyor (supplies) and accessories.  MWE is a Fenner Dunlop Americas (FDA) 

Advanced Service Distributor, and it serves customers mainly in the aggregate, cement, industrial, steel, 

mining and recycling sectors.  FDA is well known for its high quality, durability and exceptional value in 

industrial and other heavyweight applications.  JCP Belt Components Inc. (“JCP”) has also been in business 

many years, selling high quality conveyor belt scrapers, blades, and other strategic conveyor components and 

accessories.   

 

Mr. Christopher Elgar, founder of MWE, will remain with the company as Executive Consultant, for the 

foreseeable future, in order to ensure an orderly transition of the operations with Nuera Industrial.  Mr. 

Jeffrey Smith, who has been with the company for almost 20 years and is a renowned expert in conveyor and 

belting, will continue to serve his customers as Senior Account Executive in the Southern Ontario area. 

 

Established in 1986, Nuera Industrial is a reputed provider of high quality belting solutions, products and 

services, as well as material screening media products, with several locations across Quebec.  Nuera 

Industrial is Fenner Dunlop Americas’ exclusive Total Conveyor Solutions Distributor in Québec and 

Labrador, and has a full team of highly skilled and experienced belting and splicing technicians.  It also 

carries Goodman Jeffrey idlers, ASGCO conveyor accessories as well as Sandvik wear protection and 

screening media products.  In 2011, Nuera Industrial acquired J.C. McLaren Belting Inc., a well-known 

provider of high quality lightweight belting solutions, products and services in Quebec, and a preferred 

Habasit distributor.   

 

By joining forces with Nuera Industrial, MWE will soon have its own team of technicians, and also become a 

FDA T.C.S.D., to offer a full range of services for any conveying and material handling needs.  It will also 

offer a full range of lightweight belting solutions and services across many industries, including food, 

pharmaceuticals, printing, materials handling, laundry and agriculture.  MWE’s customers will soon be able 

to receive exceptional 24/7 service with significantly improved inventory availability.   

 

Nuera Industrial/MWE will now have five locations in Québec and Ontario, namely Laval, Sept-Îles, 

Saguenay and Rouyn-Noranda, in addition to Burlington, which will provide the full range of products and 

services.  Feel free to contact us at 1-877-625-0219 for any question or any additional information you may 

require.  MWE and JCP can still be reached at (905)336-7848. 

 

Frédérick Paquette 

President and General Manager 

 


